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The splintering of the “tree of faith” has been integral to the entire history of religions. Tribes split apart, 
divide and sometimes war within themselves and with others.  Indigenous groups become defensive and 
territorial; the Bhagavad Gita is the story of one tribal family warring with itself; Abrahamic religions share 
biblical roots that sink into disputed Middle Eastern soil.  Across the borders of belief, millions claim 
rights to the Tree of Truth with many willing to die for it, and kill for it.

What seems clear is that Religion is both a binding force and a dividing force.  What is also fairly clear is 
that there is a tendency toward heresy—veering off onto unmarked and unacceptable trails of belief and 
practice.  As we’ve seen in our overviews, some heresies of today actually become the orthodoxies of 
tomorrow.  This fact irritates a few folks; and enrages others.  

New forms of spiritual expression can evolve (or devolve, depending on your perspective) into either 
creative or destructive worldviews.  These worldviews often are characterized by universalizing one 
tribe/community/creed over all others.  This can be subtle—even secretive—as in “dominionism” that 
envisions and intends one belief to dominate all others in all spheres, social, political, economic and 
religious.  For a variety of reasons (such as fear, suffering or persecution—real or perceived) one group 
pulls in and huddles tight, becomes insular, and sees itself as the “true community” under the “one true 
god” whose divine will legitimates the tribe through “one true book” —interpreted, of course, by the 
spiritual elite who have “special knowledge” given directly from the divine mind.  Curiosity and questions 



are discouraged.  Divinely-appointed leaders with their divinely-written texts stand firm in their authority, 
beyond serious or safe challenge. 

In recent history we have innovative bonding groups such as Mormonism and Adventism, Christian 
Scientism, Pentecostalism, Evangelicalism and many others.  A number of these are millennial, 
apocalyptic (end-of-world) groups.  We have the cross-mixing (with often shallow understanding) of 
Hindu and Buddhist philosophies with “Western” beliefs.  Then, we have the resurgence (and 
repackaging) of Paganism and New Age Feel-Goodism (and the ultimate and final stage of all 
spirituality: Marinism!).  When we mishmash, cut-and-paste, all the isms we end up with muddy and 
muddled thinking. . .or little thinking at all.  Reason and critical reflection fade.  Spiritual supermarkets 
sprout up and many flocks and herds enjoy a feast.   

In our day it seems this has “gone viral.”  We don’t have to look far to see this irrational fracturing of the 
human family in full view (if we are careful to dig behind the headlines).  There is Islamism which is a 
radical, even murderous, splinter from Islam.  There is Christianism which shares common elements with 
that.  There is Americanism (or any religio-nationalism).  The common thread is the “ism”—the 
philosophy, the worldview, that centers one group, one faith, one nation in the central plan of their Lord.  
“Me/We and God” creates an exclusive matrix of identity and meaning.  I’m sure you can think of 
examples.  We might all be on the lookout for these threats.  Not to fear them but to be aware, informed 
and to counter them as best we can.



One result of this anti-reason extremism is ignorant misjudgment or phobia of Religion itself (think of 
Islamophobia or the anti-theism within portions of the atheist community).  Viral “isms” can be lethal 
endemic viruses.  Once again, fearful ignorance is never a healthy option.    

This trend can be called “new” but it is really very old.  Every splintering movement in history has 
something in common with this human need to be “special in the eyes of God.”  This is not always a bad 
thing.  Some new splinters can be creative and liberating from the “old ways,” actually living tendrils or 
stretching branches that may be needed most in one place and time.  Reform movements or revolutions 
can be life-giving, inclusive and transformational.  Yet, as soon as the rough, rocky, uncertain paths are 
paved over with certainty, with “official blessing,” sauntering heresy becomes sacred orthodoxy.  The 
cycle repeats over and over.      

Here’s a side-note in the margins that may need to take center page:  Muir and Burroughs were not only 
uncomfortable with these sectarian views.  They actively spoke out against them, especially when those 
views misinterpreted or denigrated the natural environment.  Though it’s true that they were offering their 
own brands of fresh religion—natural spirituality and scientific religion—these were not presented as 
“isms” for one tribe with one book.  The lighter pack of the Johnnies did not contain or claim one final 
truth.  And their “God”—Nature, Beauty, Creative Energy without a human face—could not easily be 
packaged and sold under the label of Theology.  The one text, the one “sacred scripture,” was for them 
Nature, the natural world, the cosmos continually and forever open to question, investigation, wonder 
and celebration.  In other words, what Muir and Burroughs left us is the perfect balance to any “ism” that 
would splinter the human tribe, the human community, and distract us from our deep roots in our 
common home.  This is Burroughs’ “gospel of dirt” and Muir’s “gospel of beauty.”  It’s a dirty beauty 



indeed.  But it sure sounds like “good news” and it surely makes life more delightfully interesting, don’t 
you think?
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